Bias in retrospective analyses of biomarker effect using data from an outcome-adaptive randomized trial.
Biomarker-stratified outcome-adaptive randomization trials, in which randomization probabilities depend on both biomarker value and outcomes of previously treated patients, are receiving increased attention in oncology research. Data from these trials can also form the basis of investigation of additional biomarkers that may not have been incorporated into the original trial design. In this article, we investigate the validity of a standard analytical method that utilizes data from a biomarker-stratified outcome-adaptive randomization trial to assess the effect of a newly identified biomarker on patient outcomes. In the context of an ancillary biomarker study for a two-arm phase II trial with a response endpoint, we conduct analytic and simulation studies to investigate bias in estimated biomarker effects under outcome-adaptive randomization. Conditions under which bias arises and magnitude of the bias are examined in several settings. We then propose unbiased estimators of biomarker effects with appropriate variance estimators. We demonstrate that use of biomarker-stratified outcome-adaptive randomization perturbs the patient population and treatment assignments. Consequently, application of standard analysis methods to data from an outcome-adaptive randomization trial either to estimate prognostic effect of a new biomarker in uniformly treated patients or to estimate effect of treatment in relation to the new biomarker can lead to substantially biased estimates. The proposed adjusted estimators are asymptotically unbiased, and the proposed variance estimators correctly reflect the sample variability in the estimators. This article demonstrates existence of bias when standard, naïve statistical methods are utilized to assess biomarker effects using data from a biomarker-stratified outcome-adaptive randomization trial, and hence that results from naïve analyses must be interpreted with great caution. These findings highlight that, in an era where data and specimens are increasingly being shared for biomarker studies, care must be taken to document and understand implications of the study design under which specimens or data have been obtained.